**FEATURES**

- All-steel construction
- Baked-on enamel paint finish
- Shelf removes for access to soaking area
- Spring-loaded lid for easy opening and closing
- 168 gph UL/CSA approved submersible electric pump which operates on 115 volt, 1 amp
- Model 5100 filtration system with 50-micron polypropylene particulate filter with visible filter bowl
- Filter change indicator signals when the 5100 filter needs to be changed
- 165°F UL approved fire link. In the unlikely event of a fire, the link separates, permitting the lid to close – containing the fire
- Directional spout with on/off control

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Tank Size: 36” x 24” x 28”
- Tank Capacity: 35 gallons
- Overall Size: 43” x 24” x 35.5”
- Weight: 96 lbs.

**SAFETY EQUIPMENT**

- 892101 Nitrile Elbow Length Gloves, Size 9
- 892201 Nitrile Elbow Length Gloves, Size 10
- 770201 Spectra-Clear Safety Gloves
- 925501 Wilson Sport Safety Glasses
- 942301 Safety Faceshield
- 942601 Safety Polyethylene Cap

**PRODUCTS TO USE**

- 0366 Zep Dyna 143°
- 0179 Zep Dyna 170°

**FILTERS**

- 904902 Replacement Model 5110 (10 micron) particulate filter element (box of two)
- 905502 Replacement Model 5150 (50 micron) particulate filter element (box of two)
- 900402 Replacement Model 5199 (100 micron) particulate filter element (box of two)
- 906402 Replacement Model 51HH hog’s hair filter element (box of two)
- 903402 Dyna-Trap filter bag (box of two)
- 907401 Dyna-Brute hogs hair filter pad

**PRODUCTS TO USE**

- 903501 Oriflo “Flow-Thru” Cleaning Brush
- 903701 Foot pedal switch
- 903901 Parts Basket- 21.5” x 10.5” x 7.75”
- 906301 Work Light

The New Zep Dyna-Brute is a tough, stable, parts washer for cleaning or soaking with solvent-based cleaners. An ideal choice for fast, efficient and economical cleaning of dirty or greasy parts. The Zep Dyna-Brute FB meets or exceeds the OTC Freeboard Specifications.

Zep’s exclusive filtration system extends solvent life and helps protect the environment. Instead of having large volumes of potentially-hazardous fluid hauled off from the work-site, only the filter elements are disposed of. The Zep Model 5100 filter can remove particles down to 10 microns (with optional element). The Dyna-Trap filter bag removes oils and greases — extending solvent life. Convenient Filter Change Indicator lets you know when it’s time for a new filter.